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1.       Introduction  
  
In business and government circles nowadays many organisations resort to that process known as 
benchmarking in which they assess their own financial and other data against information provided 
by peers and rivals to determine areas of competitive advantage, identify performance gaps and gain 
insight into improvement opportunities. Benchmarking information is often provided in the form of  
printed or electronic surveys or reports developed by persons prepared to take the risk of investing 
the considerable amount of  time and money required to devise questionnaires, collect, calculate and 
analyse the raw data thus obtained and publish the resulting ratios and percentages in a meaningful 
and user friendly way. A recent decision of the New Zealand Court of Appeal in The University of 
Waikato v Benchmarking Services Ltd and Acclipse Accounting Ltd[1] allowed copyright protection 
for a lengthy period[2] for a selection and arrangement of commonplace headings and captions 
(essentially describing ways of analysing and presenting data) contained in a benchmarking survey, 
one of a family of products which, while often of high economic value, have been collectively 
dubbed works of “low authorship or “low creativity”.[3] The decision thus contributes in an 
interesting way to the ongoing cross jurisdictional debate between TRIPS[4]  signatories over the 
most appropriate means to protect compilations of data which are often painstakingly and 
expensively assembled but easily and cheaply copied especially when made available in, or able to 
be translated into, electronic form. As one Australian judge understated the problem: “Policy 
tensions permeate the law of copyright, especially in the area of factual compilations.” [5] 

  
In this writer’s view, where a court sets out to apply the standard copyright tests for infringement in 
order to decide whether an allegedly infringing data compilation such as a benchmarking survey 
substantially reproduces an original work, it should in the process provide a guideline to second 
comers who would seek to select and rearrange non copyrightable data from others’ surveys or take a 
bare analytical framework from another’s survey to house and present fresh data of their own. 
Unfortunately, no such clear bright line emerged from Benchmarking Services and the decision was 
heavily coloured by the fact that the second comer did avowedly copy some elements of a functional 
nature from the plaintiff’s survey in order to produce a product which would compete with it. Faced 
with evidence of copying a product which took eighteen years to evolve (and perhaps mindful of  the 
un raised issue of unfair competition), the appellate court, while not expressly invoking that old and 
oft quoted “rough practical test” devised by Peterson J in University of London Press v  University 
Press[6]  that “what is worth copying is prima facie worth protecting,” nonetheless approached the 
issues of copyright subsistence and infringement in a similarly inverted way in order to achieve a 
result that arguably resulted in over protection for what were very largely functional and prosaic 
elements in the work in question.   
  
This paper analyses the roads both taken and not taken by the New Zealand Court of Appeal in 
Benchmarking Services in deciding to follow the approach adopted by the Australian Full Federal 
Court in Telstra Corporation Ltd v Desktop Marketing Systems Ltd[7] (a case involving white and 
yellow page telephone directories) and grant the full panoply of exclusive economic rights attaching 
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to “literary works” to the owner of an informational product that is inherently functional and 
analytical rather than expressive of  its author’s personal style or manner, a product, moreover, 
which can potentially remain forever young, enjoying copyright in perpetuity as long as it is updated 
or amended from time to time. To this end, there is an examination of the extent to which the 
fundamental test for copyright infringement (remembering that this is not copying per se but copying 
of a substantial part of a protected work) remains malleable and able to mediate between notions of 
industrious versus creative production and high and low thresholds of originality.  
  
The following discussion of  Benchmarking Services and the cross jurisdictional debate of which it 
forms part over the best means to protect data compilations, catalogues, electronic surveys and the 
like is shaped by three overarching considerations: First, there exists the long established principle 
that copyright cannot be used to protect facts about a particular organisation or the managerial or 
accounting tools or techniques used in its running but only the form in which those facts, tools and 
techniques are expressed.[8] Secondly, while it is incumbent on New Zealand and all other 
signatories to the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights Agreement (GATT/TRIPS) 
to protect factual compilations as long as their selection and arrangement amounts to an “intellectual 
creation”, the obligation does not extend to the actual data or material which they contain as such or 
even require them to be protected as “literary works” (as it specifically does in the case of computer 
programs) or indeed any other prescribed or pre-existing category of copyright subject matter.[9] 
Thirdly, it must be remembered that under traditional copyright theory, second comers should be 
able to avoid liability for infringement if they take most (or even all) of the purely functional 
elements of a work such as a benchmarking survey without copying a substantial part of the form in 
which the survey is expressed. After all, the whole history of copyright demonstrates that not all 
intentional borrowing from copyright works is reprehensible. Second comers and would be 
competitors do not necessarily have to start from scratch nor is it the policy of the law that they 
should do so. It has been both usual and desirable for authors to be both innovators and borrowers, 
remaining free to create new works which build on but at the same time transform existing works.
[10] Indeed it was for precisely this reason that, as one commentator has pointed out,  pre-twentieth 
century judges when deciding questions of infringement by adaptation, tended to look not so much at 
what defendants had actually taken but at what they had added or contributed to a new derivative or 
transformative work.[11] But this is no longer the way things are done. There is now a well 
established rule in Australia,[12] Canada,[13] the United Kingdom[14] and now New Zealand[15]  that 
courts should assess infringement in relation to inherently functional works by looking at what is 
taken not at what is left or created and indeed as more than one commentator has pointed out, it 
appears the law of copyright has sometimes been used as a substitute for a tort of misappropriation 
or unfair competition to thwart competition by second comers.[16]  While it may be true that the 
same or similar issues that arise in relation to the desirability of a general tort of unfair competition 
may also arise in relation to the subsistence of copyright in compilations that are largely functional
[17] this does not mean that the two areas of the law are at the same stage of historical development 
or that the legal result needs to be the same in both cases. Due regard needs to be paid to both the 
internal coherence of each doctrine (or protodoctrine in the case of unfair competition) and the very 
different policy objectives which each is meant to serve. A commonality in the economic interests 
sought to be protected by litigants does not automatically require a commonality of legal outcome. If 
the latter does indeed result it is a forensic accident, not a sign that legal rules are converging.  
  
Last but not least, it is important to remember that in the earlier years of copyright, judges, when 
applying what would now be called the substantial taking test, were able to say (as in Emerson v 
Davies[18]) that an author “may [borrow] much of his materials from others, but if they are combined 
in a different manner from what is in use before…he is entitled to a [separate] copyright.”  On this 
view of things, one which long persisted, second comers would be able to copy non original 
elements in a compilation with impunity depending on how they themselves select and arrange those 
elements. As Lord Pearce put it in Ladbroke (Football) Ltd v William Hill (Football) Ltd:[19]  
“The reproduction of a part which by itself has no originality will not normally be a substantial part 
of the copyright and therefore will not be protected. For that which would not attract copyright 
except by reason of its collocation, will when robbed of that collocation, not be a substantial part of 
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the copyright and therefore the courts will not uphold its reproduction to be an infringement.” 

  
Such views now have to be overlaid, in New Zealand in any event, with the legislative requirement 
that in order to be granted copyright protection a derivative work must neither be copied from 
another work (whether or not that work itself be copyrightable) nor itself infringe whether by 
copying or otherwise.[20] This legislative gloss on previous judicial statements, by removing the 
possibility that second comers (unless appropriately authorised by the copyright owner) could 
maintain an independent copyright against everyone but first comers, has undeniably weakened the 
position of derivative authors.  
  

1.1              The Factual Matrix of Benchmarking Services  
  
In 2001 the Management Research Centre (MRC) at the University of Waikato developed an email 
questionnaire seeking confidential information from New Zealand accounting firms relating to their 
various clients’ revenue, expenditure, overheads, net and gross profitability and other matters.  MRC 
compiled and published financial data relating to those firms in a report it called “New Zealand 
Business Benchmarking Survey” which it provided to participating accounting firms and sold both in 
printed brochure form and on CD-ROM. (It had in fact been engaged in compiling and publishing 
the results of annual benchmarking surveys in one form or other for some eighteen years.) The 
information made available for benchmarking purposes consisted largely of calculated ratios such as 
the percentage of specified overhead items to total overheads, the percentage of operating profit as a 
percentage of income and net profit as a percentage of total income. To aid comparison, results for 

all participants were slotted under descriptive headings such as “average”, “median,” “25th 

percentile”, “75th percentile” and the average of the three best participants in relation to 176 different 
business categories. In late 2002 MRC became aware that the second defendant was operating and 
developing a website displaying links to a benchmarking survey called Benchmark IT and to a 
Sample Business Benchmark Report produced by the first defendant Benchmarking Services. 
  
  
  

1.1.1      The substance of the claims by the University (MRC) 

  
MRC alleged that Benchmarking Services had copied a substantial part of their works.  In particular 
it was claimed by MRC that:  
Benchmarking Service’s BenchmarkIT brochure (in both hard copy and CD-ROM form) contained a 
report for a sample company described as Lawnmowing Services Ltd for the financial year ended 
March 2001. At pages 6 and 7, MRC’s data, ratios, typographical information and layout in its 2001 
Report had been copied by Benchmarking Services. This two page portion of the defendant’s 
brochure reproduced a substantial part of MRC’s 2001 Report in the section for lawn mowing and 
gardening services. 
MRC’s data, ratios, typographical information and layout at page 72 of its 2001 Report had been 
copied and displayed on the defendant’s website.   
Typographical information contained in MRC’s questionnaire (both electronic and printed versions) 
had been copied in Benchmark IT software on CD-ROM which would allow accounting firms to 
import clients’ financial results directly from their own accounting systems. There were many 
similarities between the BenchmarkIT collection and reporting software and MRC’s questionnaire 
and associated explanations.  
  

1.1.2      The protected works 

  
It was conceded without argument that copyright subsisted in whole or in part in the printed and CD-
ROM versions of MRC’s 2001 report and the 2001 questionnaire in both hard copy and email form 
as original literary works (in the form of tables or compilations). Such a concession was hardly 
surprising given that the threshold for originality for all works including tables and factual 
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compilations is very low in New Zealand (see below) and the catchall definition of a compilation in 
the Act is extremely wide. [21] (I have written elsewhere on the application of that definition.[22])   
  

1.2              The Outcome 

  
Rather unusually for a copyright action, MRC had sought summary judgment, claiming 
unsuccessfully at first instance in the High Court that its copyright had been infringed by substantial 
taking from four copyright works it owned, viz, the printed and CD-ROM versions of its 2001 report 
and the 2001 questionnaire in both hard copy and email form). While the Court of Appeal was not 
satisfied (for the purposes of summary judgment, it needs to be stressed) that there was no defence to 
the claim of copyright infringement in the questionnaires in printed and email form, it did determine 
unanimously that the respondents, by preparing and publishing two pages of MRC’s report (in its 
printed and electronic versions), had copied a substantial part of the 2001 report. It was not disclosed 
in the judgment precisely how many pages the MRC Report ran to but since the judgment alludes to 
an allegation in the statement of claim that material had been copied on page 72, the inference must 
be that if only two pages were extracted and copied from a report that cannot, on any view, be said to 
be short, that use by the defendant was not great, quantitatively speaking but must have been 
considered to be so in qualitative terms so as to amount to copying a substantial part of it.  
  

2.       Some Important Distinctions 

  
Both at trial and on appeal in Benchmarking Services, the court sent a mixed message as regards the 
application of the test of originality in copyright law, at times equating it with both novelty and 
creativity. The Court of Appeal appeared to blur copyright ability and infringement issues and also at 
times to conflate evidentiary and substantive issues. Also discernable in the appellate court’s 
judgment is a tendency to import into the infringement analysis concepts of market usurpation which 
have more usually found a home in the various fair dealing defences. All of these examples of 
conceptual elision can in turn either be traced to a fundamental confusion between the information 
contained in a copyright work, the technical or business outcome of using the work  and the artificial 
legal construct which is the work itself.  
  

2.1     Form, Fact and Function  
  
A distinction which lies at the core of copyright law is that between non copyrightable ideas and 
copyrightable expression. From this core concept two subsidiary distinctions follow. The first 
distinguishes between form and function and the second draws a line between form and fact. As 
regards the first, it is well settled that copyright does not protect artistic or literary techniques[23] or 
industrial, financial or economic processes. The second distinction that between form and fact is 
equally well attested in the cases. As Latham J puts it in the Australian High Court decision in 
Victoria Park Racing and Recreation Grounds Company Limited v Taylor and Ors[24] the law of 
copyright does not operate “to give any person an exclusive right to state or to describe particular 
facts.” Faced with a plaintiff who did no more than state events which were recorded in a race book, 
Latham J pithily responded: “A person cannot by first announcing that a man fell off a bus or that a 
particular horse won a race prevent other people from stating those facts.” 

  

2.2            Originality Versus Novelty  
  
Section 14(2) of the Copyright Act 1994 sets out a negatively couched two pronged test for originality in New Zealand. 
It states: 

  
A work is not original if – 

(a) It is, or to the extent that it is, a copy of another work. 
(b) It infringes the copyright in, or to the extent that it infringes the copyright in, another work. 
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Works which cannot surmount this initial threshold are denied copyright protection entirely. They 
are simply not copyrightable subject matter in terms of the statute even if they can otherwise be 
fitted within the list of protected statutory categories in section 14(1). Whatever the level of 
individual input (high or low) involved in this concept of originality, it does not vary with the nature 
of the work protected nor with the circumstances of the alleged infringement. Originality in this 
sense is a term of art. Applied in this way it operates quite differently to the way in which it is 
construed in either ordinary usage or patent law.  For everyday use, the term “original” according to 
the Oxford dictionary means “novel, inventive, creative” and “originality” refers to the “power of 
creating or thinking creatively.” The prerequisites of “novelty” and “inventive step” for patent 
protection require that information concerning the product or process in question is not already in the 
public domain and that the product or process does not form what has already become the state of the 
art.  Because the subject matter of a patent is defined in terms of a product or a process, the role of 
novelty or non obviousness in patent law is explicit: To limit the protection conferred to a particular 
technical method or tangible physical result. Thus in patent law function trumps form. By contrast, 
copyright law does not require that a work be novel or unique in any way, protecting across the 
board many different kinds of outputs as long as they have originated from the author, have not been 
copied from another work[25] and can find a place on the statutory list of copyrightable categories.
[26] Copyright law is thus concerned neither with product[27] nor with process.  
  
There is, however, a third concept hovering in the case law. Anglo-American copyright regimes 
seldom (unlike their civilian counterparts) resort to creativity as the touchstone for copyright 
subsistence if by that is meant an attempt to weigh the intellectual or artistic worth of the work 
against some external judicially imposed standard.[28] This does not mean, however, that notions of 
creativity can entirely be kept out of the infringement analysis if what is understood by that term is a 
particular level of authorial input. Like the compilers of the Oxford English Dictionary, courts often 
use the terms novelty, originality and creativity interchangeably. Terminological overlap of this kind 
need not be fatal provided that the different legal contexts in which the various terms are used are 
kept clearly in mind. This does not always happen as can be seen from the following extract from the 
judgment of Lord Hoffman in the House of Lords decision, Designers Guild Limited v Russell 
Williams (Textiles) Limited [29] : 
 "Certain ideas … may not be protected because although they are ideas of a literary, dramatic or 
artistic nature, they are not original, or so common place as not to form a substantial part of the 
work .…Generally speaking, … the more abstract and simple the copied idea, the less likely it is to 
constitute a substantial part. Originality, in the sense of the contribution of the author's skill and 
labour, tends to lie in the detail with which the basic idea is presented." 
  
As well as running originality, creativity and novelty together, the passage cited brings into the analysis notions of 
complexity versus simplicity or abstraction versus detail concepts whose relevance to the statutory tests for subsistence 
and infringement is far from clear. 
  

2.3            Subsistence and Infringement Are Different Issues  
  
Notwithstanding that the same low originality threshold obtains across the board for every kind of 
work, this merely admits the individual work to the ranks of copyrightable subject matter. Care has 
to be taken not to work backwards from this low threshold (even when there is clear evidence of 
intentional product copying) by finding copyright infringement in every case in which some aspect 
of the plaintiff’s work sufficient to carry it across the subsistence threshold finds its way into the 
defendant’s product. In such case the court must still look to see if there has been substantial 
reproduction of the copyright work and that substantial reproduction must be of form and not fact or 
function. The first requirement is set out in unambiguous terms in s 29(2) of the Copyright Act 1994. 
The second follows from the dichotomy between idea and expression, a judicially created construct 
in New Zealand. The test for substantial taking is, however, a malleable one, its malleability largely 
attributable to the fact that the court (when performing its necessary balancing act between the 
interests of owners of copyright material and the needs of those who would use that material and 
maybe transform it) may base it on either the quality or the quantity of the amount taken by the 
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defendant (although nowhere in the statute do either of those two terms appear). If infringers select 
the most important aspect of a work for appropriation, it may not matter how much of that work is 
actually copied. The qualitative test looks at the significance of what is taken and is thus linked to 
the idea of creativity discussed above, a concept which courts and commentators sometimes also 
confusingly call originality, as can be seen from the passage from Designers Guild quoted in the 
previous section, although it remains a question of degree. Originality (in this loose sense) and 
substantiality are here treated as mirror images of each other and thus the less original (again in this 
loose sense) the work, the more the skill and effort that has to be taken in order to infringe.[30] But 
despite occasional sloppy judicial usage to the contrary, it must always be remembered that 
originality in the strict sense is the test for subsistence, not infringement and that what the courts are 
really talking about when they use it in the loose way just outlined is the level of the author’s 
personal input into a work as part of what has now been dubbed by some commentators as a seesaw
[31] or revolving door[32]  test of infringement. (A broadly similar idea lies behind Professor 
Ginsburg’s notion of “thick” and “thin” protection for “high” and “low” authorship works 
respectively although over use of this metaphor can occasionally obscure the fact that this is a 
question of degree and not an either/or test, something Professor Ginsburg herself recognises.[33]). 
This linguistic imprecision is unfortunate and can lead to doctrinal slippage as Benchmarking 
Services itself demonstrates. Such slippages are all the more likely when the work under scrutiny is a 
compilation of information or the techniques involved in compilation.  
  

2.4            Copying Does Not Equal Infringement  
  
Also important is the necessary distinction between finding or deducing evidence of similarity or 
overlap and the substantive legal test that the court applies to those facts once found or deduced. As 
foreshadowed above,[34] this is no more than a sophisticated restatement of the dubious old adage 
that “what is worth copying is … worth protecting.” However, as Laddie J observed in Autospin 
(Oilseals) v Beehive Spinning[35] this has led the courts to apply, sometimes with evangelical 
fervour, the commandment, “thou shalt not steal”[36] without inquiring too closely into what is being 
supposedly stolen and what amounts to unlawful taking in the first place. As Bently and Sherman[37] 
suggest, if this kind of approach is adopted (an approach of which Peterson J’s crude but 
dangerously memorable aphorism is the most extreme example), the courts can all too easily 
relinquish the task of asking whether the work has been infringed according to the rules of copyright 
law and focus instead on the mere fact that a work has been copied, so all claimants have to do to 
establish infringement is to show the fact of copying.[38] Courts are here once again in danger of 
reasoning backwards from protected interest to legal result. Indeed as Pumfrey J articulated this 
particular problem in one English decision,[39] the fact that a work has been copied by the defendant 
“proves too much”. Granted he was referring to the admitted reproduction of something produced 
entirely by mechanical labour and involving no skill but he could equally have been referring to the 
copying of mundane headings, terms or captions. It needs to be remembered that the New Zealand 
statute, like its United Kingdom counterpart, clearly states that infringement involves copying a 
substantial part of a work, not just any part of it. It also needs to be stressed that the required degree 
of overlap between the two works must be an overlap of form not function. The notion that surfaces 
at various points in Benchmarking Services that if a defendant produces a product which does 
substantially the same job (in the present case, the collection, analysis and calculation of data)[40], 
the second in time product must necessarily infringe.  This is not so. The substantial taking at which 
copyright law strikes is that of expression not business efficacy.  
  

2.5     Objective versus Subjective  
  
The test for copyright infringement is objective not subjective. The state of mind of the putative 
infringer is irrelevant. While this usually works in favour of the copyright owner it can also on 
occasion protect defendants whose intention to compete is quite upfront. Such confessions do not 
create a legal liability which is not already there and courts can be led astray when, as commentators
[41] have put it, judges focus, “not on authorial personality or creativity but on whether there is any 
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mala fides on the part of the defendant in availing himself of another person’s labour, sweat or 
efforts.” Indeed, it may be misleading (and is certainly circular) to talk of bad faith in this context at 
all. In the absence of an objectively determined breach of an extant legal right, an intention to seize a 
competitive advantage or even to do competitive harm is perfectly lawful (and one might add a 
perfectly normal not to say laudable motivation in a market economy) and adds nothing useful to the 
infringement analysis. 
  

2.6     Infringement Analysis Must Precede Fair Dealing  
  
Once infringement is proven, defendants have the option of bringing themselves within various fair 
dealing defences. In New Zealand, unlike the United States, these defences are narrow, contextually 
confined to, as they are, the statutorily listed occasions of criticism and review,[42] reporting current 
events[43] and research and private study.[44] What amounts to fair dealing in these contexts has in 
some instances been subject to legislative elaboration while in others that elaboration must be found 
in the cases. There is, however, a surprising convergence between the two. Thus, section 43 (3) of 
the Copyright Act 1994 provides in relation to the research or private study defence  that in deciding 
whether a particular act of copying amounts to fair dealing the court shall have regard to: 
the purpose of the copying; and 

the nature of the work copied; and 

whether the work could have been obtained within a reasonable time at an ordinary commercial 
price; and  
the effect of the copying on the potential market for, or value of, the work and 

where part of a work is copied, the amount and substantiality of the part taken in relation to the 
whole work.  
Similar limitations have been read into the other fair dealing provisions without any legislative 
prompting.[45]  For this reason a deliberate intention to compete commercially with the plaintiff’s 
product will generally deprive a defendant of any of the fair dealing defence[46] and even in the 
absence of such an intent courts have sometimes been willing to negate such a defence on the ground 
that the defendant’s product has eaten (or will eat) into the market for the plaintiff’s work.[47] It may 
be here in fair dealing that the reasoning backward from competitive intent and injurious result to 
unlawful copying resorted to in Benchmarking Services and discussed in the previous section had its 
origins despite (or perhaps because of) the fact none of the fair dealing defences were (or could have 
been) raised on the facts as revealed in the judgment. If so, the cart has been well and truly put 
before the horse. Competitive intent and loss of market share only become relevant once 
infringement is demonstrated by other means. Reversing the order of the analysis runs the risk of 
investing copyright with the objective of preventing forms of competition which are stigmatised by 
the legal system as unfair, a task more properly undertaken via trademark law or the tort of passing 
off.  
  

3.       Copyrightable and Non Copyrightable Data Compilations Across Common 
Law Jurisdictions 

  
The last decade or so has seen the development of a wide divide in the treatment of compilations of 
fact and other material across common law jurisdictions bound to comply with their obligation under 
GATT/TRIPS to protect compilations of data in either electronic or hard copy form. Since the Court 
of Appeal, as seen below, was prepared to draw on jurisprudence from outside New Zealand, this 
paper provides a brief excursion into the different approaches adopted by the United States, Canada, 
the United Kingdom and Australia.  
  

3.1            United States  
  
An idiosyncratic characteristic of the United States copyright regime that its concept of copyright 
ability is consciously informed by the doctrine of scènes à faire. Where the choice of an expressive 
vehicle is constrained by external factors, the doctrine of scènes à faire (“that which must be done”) 
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precludes copyright protection.[48]As  Feikens J recently reminded the court in Lexmark 
International Inc v Static Control Components Inc,[49] in the context of tables, compilations and 
other kinds of literary work, it means that stock or standard phrases, formats or settings will not gain 
protection and to the extent that they are purely functional or factual they may be copied.  Another 
staple of United States copyright law is the doctrine of merger under which courts will not protect a 
copyrighted work from infringement if the idea underlying the work can be expressed only in one 
way, lest there be a monopoly on the underlying idea. In such circumstances, it is said that the 
work’s idea and expression have "merged.” [50]  As the Court for the Ninth Circuit observed in 
Apple Corp v Microsoft Corp Ltd[51] “when similar features of a work are as a practical matter 
indispensable, or at least standard, in the treatment of a given idea, they are treated like ideas and are 
therefore not protected by copyright.” Thus specific terms or words, if they are essential to making 
something external to the work happen will be regarded as part of a ‘method of operation’ and be 
unprotectable.[52] The rationale for the merger doctrine is that without it particular ideas would be 
removed from the public domain because all ways of expressing them would be copyrightable. 
However, as acknowledged by Feikens J in Lexmark International[53] there is judicial disagreement 
over whether the merger doctrine can inform the question of the copyright ability of a work itself 
(acting as a possible bar) or whether it is simply as a defence to particular types of infringement. 
This at least indicates a degree of awareness on the part of American judges as to the existence of the 
line between subsistence and infringement even if debate among them on the subject is inconclusive. 
The answer may be of course that the merger doctrine operates at both the subsistence and 
infringement stages. Be that as it may, it is now beyond dispute in United States copyright law that 
“to the extent that a work is functional or factual, it may be copied.” [54] Indeed this principle, while 
initially judicially created, is now given partial statutory recognition in the United States Copyright 
statute.[55]  
  
In recent years protection for factual compilations in the United States has been either denied or very 
hard won. In Feist Publications Inc v Rural Telephone Service Co[56] the Supreme Court found that 
the originality requirement for copyright protection cannot be satisfied by simply demonstrating that 
a work could have been put together in different ways. It refused to apply the sweat of the brow test 
which had traditionally been applied[57] and found no copyright existed in the plaintiff’s white pages 
telephone directory for want of “at least some minimal degree of creativity”.[58] The alleged 
infringer had included 1309 of the plaintiff’s alphabetically organised listings in its own omnibus 
telephone directory. The court found that the listings could have been organised in other ways, for 
instance by street address or phone number, or by the age or height of the individual but the plaintiff 
had opted for tradition and settled expectations. Thus, the court found, the familiar alphabetical 
structure copied by the defendant amounted to the only organisational option available to it.[59] In 
rejecting the sweat of the brow test in determining copyright in compilations the Supreme Court 
criticised it for eschewing the most fundamental axiom of copyright law, viz  that no one may 
copyright facts or ideas and identified as its “most glaring flaw” the way in which: [60] 

“[The test extends] copyright protection in a compilation beyond selection and arrangement – the 
compiler’s original contributions- to the facts themselves. [The test means that] the only defence to 
infringement is independent creation. A subsequent compiler was not entitled to take one word of 
information previously published, but rather has to [independently work out] the matter for himself, 
so as to arrive at the same result from the same sources of information.” 

  
It subsequently fell to the seven strong United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit in 
Bell South Advertising v Donnelly Information Publishing.[61] to determine whether the defendant 
had infringed copyright in the plaintiff’s typical yellow pages telephone directory by copying a 
substantial amount (quantitatively speaking) of the names, addresses, phone numbers, business types 
and other advertising details (but not any graphical or textual material contained in advertisements)  
from the plaintiff’s listings. [62]There was no dispute over copyright subsistence in the yellow pages. 
Nor was there any dispute over what was protectable, viz the selection, coordination and arrangement 
of the various elements in the compilation. As Birch J, for the majority, reminded the court, the 
protection afforded to a compilation is “thin” (after Feist[63]) and “the determination as to whether 
an infringement of a compilation copyright has occurred is particularly difficult where less than the 
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entire work is copied.” The defendant  was found not to have infringed because it had copied no 
original element of selection, coordination or arrangement of the elements in the yellow pages 
compilation. Alphabetisation of names was deemed an insufficient system of arrangement as were 
mere headings for the various kinds of business listed.  Interestingly enough, in the light of the 
emphasis on intent in Benchmarking Services, the fact that the defendant had also copied erroneous 
or fictitious facts in the plaintiff’s product provided evidence of direct and intentional copying but 
that fact was held to have no bearing on whether what the defendant took was substantial.[64] Also 
instructive is another earlier yellow pages case decided in the same year as Feist. In Key 
Publications Inc v Chinatown Today Publishing [65] the defendant, a Mrs Wang, had produced a 
Chinese Business Guide and Directory for the American Chinese community in New York. She had 
copied about seventy five percent of the plaintiff’s yellow page listings but had nonetheless produced 
a new work in which copyright was found to subsist since she had excluded some businesses listed 
in the plaintiff’s yellow pages and added her own non standard headings such as entries for suppliers 
of bean curd and bird’s nest soup. (As the judge observed wryly, while copyright protection  may be 
“thin”, that does not necessarily mean it has to be  anorexic.[66]) As in the Donnelly case, 
infringement by substantial taking was not found to have occurred. In contrast in Warren Publishing 
v Microdos Data Inc,[67] the defendant was found to have infringed by taking a directory of facts in 
the form of a directory of cable and terrestrial television stations because the organising principle 
related not just to geographic regions but to the different kinds of transmission system used.  
  
To offset the loss of protection for compilations copyright owners in the United States have 
increasingly had recourse to private ordering measures.  For example, the landmark decision ProCD 
Inc  v Zeidenberg[68]  that involved the copying of a large database of telephone numbers (developed 
at a cost of US$10 million) was based not on copyright infringement but on breach of a condition 
contained in a shrink-wrap licence agreement.[69] Also since the Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA) was passed in 1988, owners of compiled information in electronic form may also legally 
enforce any technological protection measures they have employed to protect their products and 
prevent interference with digital rights management information systems.[70] Essentially, the DMCA 
allows owners to control access to information in digital form which is fenced in by an electronic 
lock which itself is protected by copyright as a computer program. The prohibition against 
unauthorised access may hold even in the event that access gained through circumvention of the 
electronic lock does not lead to an infringement of copyright in the actual content of the database, for 
example if only public domain material is taken. Thus, the key to protecting information not 
protected by copyright in the United States today is to provide it with an electronic locking 
mechanism controlling users’ ability to access it and then claim copyright infringement in the 
computer program which operates the lock should an unauthorised person interfere with or bypass it.
[71]  However, after the recent decision in Lexmark International v Static Control Components,[72] it 
is not necessarily a foregone conclusion that software setting up an electronic locking mechanism 
will always be able to demonstrate sufficient originality so as to enjoy copyright protection in its 
own right.  
  
Even if the prerequisites for infringement of a factual compilation are satisfied and  a defendant has 
copied protectable elements of a work, there remains the fair use test established by Congress to 
ensure that copyright advances rather than thwarts its own underlying rationale. As the court in Sony 
Computer Entertainment Inc v Connectix Corporation[73] affirmed, fair use is intended to preserve 
public access to ideas and functional elements.  
  
Courts determine a use to be “fair” according to a non exhaustive list of factors (largely paralleling 
those set out in section 43(3) of the New Zealand statute) viz: 

(1) The nature and character of the use including whether such use is of a commercial character or is 
for non profit educational purposes; 
  
(2) The nature of the copyrighted work; 
  
(3) The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; 
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and 

  
(4) The effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work. 
  

It is the last factor which has been designated the most important of the four by the Supreme Court
[74]

 and American 
fair use jurisprudence is now based on a sophisticated economic analysis which essentially asks a raft of questions highly 
familiar to competition lawyers: Is the defendant currently operating in the same market as the copyright owner? Are the 
defendant’s activities likely to inhibit the copyright owner from either entering an existing market in which it does not 
yet compete or prevent such a market from emerging in the first place? Is there a degree of market failure in any of these 

actual or potential competitive arenas such as would justify the court to intervene.
[75]

  Because American fair use law is 
both general in scope and detailed and uniform in its content American courts do not face the temptation of widening fair 
dealing beyond a narrow statutory base by importing issues of product substitution and competitive intent into the 
infringement analysis where it has no place. 

  

3.2            Canada  
  
Until the recent Supreme Court decision in CCH Canadian Ltd v Law Society of Upper Canada,[76] 
Canadian jurisprudence relating to the originality standard for compilations was uncertain in both 
doctrine and direction, demonstrating a critical fault line between the creativity and the industrious 
collection school of cases.[77] The tensions and contradictions surrounding the threshold test arose in 
part from Canada’s bijural tradition  based on both civil and common law principles and the 
influence of United States law.[78] Thus, decisions went every which way. Some judges adhered to 
traditional United Kingdom precedent requiring only that a work be independently created and not 
copied in line with University of London Press Ltd v University Tutorial Press Ltd[79] while others 
relied on other United Kingdom precedent requiring “skill, judgment or labour” in keeping with 
Ladbroke (Football) Ltd v William Hill (Football) Ltd.[80] One case, Janus fashion,  even 
emphasised the importance of a “minimum of creativity” while still managing to classify the 
unauthorised adoption of another’s “labour or effort” as infringement.[81] However, most relevant to 
the present discussion perhaps is the post GATT/TRIPS decision by the Federal Court of Appeal in 
Édutile Inc Automobile Protection Association[82] in which copyright protection was allowed for a 
price guide for used cars and trucks (targeted at consumers not retailers) which set out prices in three 
columns headed: “Trade-in”, “Private Sale” and “Retail Value.” Copyright subsistence resulted not 
from the three column layout or the selection or designation of the three markets but from the 
selection and layout of just two juxtaposed columns “Private Sale” and “Retail Value.” Indeed the 
setting out of  the “private sale” and “retail” market prices side by side in columns was said by 
counsel (and accepted by the Court)  to have been a “brilliant” and “innovative” move.  
  
In the also post GATT/TRIPS decision Tele-Direct (Publications) Inc v American Business 
Information Inc[83]  Décary JA in the Federal Court of Appeal freely conceded that:[84] 

  
[A] “battle [is taking place] in Canada between partisans of the ‘creativity’ doctrine … and partisans 
of the ‘industrious collection’ or ‘sweat of the brow’ doctrine…where copyright is a reward for the 
hard work of compiling facts….”  
  
Before falling into line with the Feist approach and upholding the trial judge’s ruling, denying 
copyright protection to listings of entries in a yellow pages telephone directory. Décary JA was 
seemingly influenced to follow the creativity approach by the fact that Canada and the United States 
are bound by Paper 1705 of  the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) which refers to 
the protection of compilations as intellectual creations. [85]  Décary JA noted that the use of these 
two words is “most revealing” and that the wording of the definition of compilation in the Canadian 
and United States copyright statutes now reflects the expectation that courts follow the creativity 
school. Subsequently, the Federal Court of Appeal in CCH Canadian Ltd v Law Society of Upper 
Canada[86]  rejected O’Connor J’s “modicum of creativity” test and applied the sweat of the brow or 
industrious collection test requiring only an investment of time and/or expense by the first comer. On 
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appeal to the Supreme Court,[87] however, the Chief Justice refused to affirm the Federal Court of 
Appeal’s judgment but in so doing, she too rejected the Feist standard, finding explicitly that the 
appropriate test falls between the two extremes in the originality spectrum. She observed that the 
sweat of the brow test set the standard “too low” but that, on the other hand, a creativity standard set 
it “too high” because it “implies that something must be novel or non obvious – concepts more 
properly associated with patent law than copyright law”. In proceeding to compromise, the Chief 
Justice first acknowledged that an “original” work under the Canadian statute is one that originates 
from an author and is not copied, before noting that that alone was not sufficient to find that 
something is original: “In addition, an original work must be the product of an author’s “exercise of 
skill and judgment.” Furthermore, she observed, that exercise of skill and judgment must not be so 
trivial that it could be characterised as a purely mechanical exercise” [88] 

  

3.3            United Kingdom and the European Union 

  
That headings and compiled data can be a valuable commodity and thus eligible for protection is 
now well recognised in the European Union which is required to provide protection for databases 
under the Directive on the Legal Protection of Databases[89]  adopted in 1996 by the European 
Parliament and the Council of the European Union.[90] Accordingly, in the United Kingdom a form 
of sui generis protection is now provided outside copyright law for databases under the Copyright 
and Rights in Databases Regulations 1997 which inserted a new exhaustive definition of “database” 
into section 3A[91] of  the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (CDPA). A database now 
means:   
“[A] collection of independent works, data or other materials which- 

are arranged in a systematic or methodical way, and 

are individually accessible by electronic or other means” 

The definition then proceeds to stipulate, for the purposes of that part of the CDPA which deals with 
the protection of literary works, that : 
“[A] literary work consisting of a database [as defined in s 3A] is original if, and only if, by reason 
of the selection and arrangement of the contents of the database, the database constitutes the author’s 
own intellectual creation.”  
  
Under the Directive and United Kingdom Database Regulations a database is protected qua database 
where there has been a substantial investment in quantitative or qualitative terms in obtaining, 
verifying or presenting its contents.[92] Computer programs (which run the search engines of 
electronic databases and may allow users to manipulate, copy and extract their contents) are 
excluded from database rights and where materials are not otherwise protected by copyright, the 
maker of the database is protected against unfair extraction and utilisation of data for fifteen years. 
Essentially the database right is infringed where a person without the owner/maker’s consent extracts 
or re-utilises all or a substantial[93] part of the contents or carries out repeated and systematic 
extraction or re-utilisation of insubstantial parts of the database. The concept of extraction involves 
transferring the contents to another medium and re-utilisation involves making the contents available 
to the public by any means.  
  
The European Court of Justice has recently delivered its first decision[94] on the sui generis database 
right. The judgment covers four cases: the so called Fixtures Marketing cases from the national 
courts of Sweden, Finland and Greece which are based on similar facts[95] and  British Horse Racing 
Board v William Hill Organisation referred from the United Kingdom.  In William Hill the British 
Horseracing Board (‘BHB’) kept and constantly updated a database containing millions of details 
about racehorses, races and jockeys in the United Kingdom. William Hill set up an online betting 
business which published information that it had obtained not from this database as it did not have 
direct access to it but from newspapers such as the Racing Post before races were to be held and 
from the Raw Data feed provided by a third party Satellite Information Services (partly controlled by 
BHB and authorised to supply information to its reader/members, including William Hill). Laddie J, 
the trial judge, had  found for BHB but on appeal, the Court referred a number of issues to the ECJ 
seeking guidance on the interpretation of some concepts employed in the Directive such as what is 
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meant by ‘obtaining’, ‘extraction’ and ‘re-utilisation’ of data. The ECJ departed from the opinion of 
the Advocate General on number of points.[96] While accepting that BHB’s database fell within the 
statutory definition,[97]   it cast serious doubt on whether William Hill’s activities infringed BHB’s 
database rights. The ECJ noted that the information contained in BHB’s database was there as a 
result of its raison d’être, the organisation and coordination of  horse racing throughout the United 
Kingdom. Accordingly, any money and effort it had expended constituted investment for this 
particular purpose and not for the collation of data and creation of a database per se.  Furthermore, 
since the verification of the data took place at the time it was created and not subsequently the 
verification process also related to the creation of the data not to the creation of a database. Thus, 
since the data extracted and re-utilised by William Hill had not required the requisite substantial 
investment by BHB independently of the costs of creating the data, the extracted and re-utilised data 
did not constitute a substantial part of the database. For similar reasons, in the three Fixtures 
Marketing cases, the ECJ held that finding and collecting the data that make up a football fixtures list 
(which also constituted a database within the meaning of the Directive) does not require any 
particular effort on the part of the professional football leagues. The database is also ancillary in that 
obtaining the contents of a football fixtures list does not involve any investment independent of that 
required for the creation of the data contained in the list.  
  
The ECJ also considered the question whether  a substantial amount of the database had been re-
utilised. In considering what is meant by ‘substantial’ under Paper 7(1) of the Database Directive 
(which provides that only extraction or re-utilisation of a ‘substantial’ part ‘evaluated quantitatively 
and/or qualitatively’ of the contents of the database is infringing) the ECJ found on the ‘quantitative’ 
evaluation front that one has regard to the proportion of ‘the volume of data’ lifted in relation to the 
‘total volume of the contents of the database’. On the ‘qualitative’ assessment front, one has regard 
to the scale of investment  Thus, where the volume of data lifted is the same, a smaller database 
owner will find it easier to show infringement than a larger database owner.  
  
In the United Kingdom, investors and owners can potentially protect databases in two ways other 
than under the sui generis database legislation.[98] First, they may be protected by copyright because, 
as set out above, the definition in the CDPA specifically protects the contents of a “database” as a 
special category of “literary work” where the database can be said to be the author’s “own 
intellectual creation”[99] (a higher originality threshold than that applied to the general run of 
copyright works in United Kingdom copyright law, as has been seen). Secondly, and rather 
perversely, even where a database fails the author’s “own intellectual creation” test, it may still be 
protected as a literary work under the copyright regime as a table or compilation provided that it can 
be shown that it falls outside the definition of a database as defined in the Act, perhaps because the 
items the database contains are not individually accessible as the definition requires. [100] 

  

3.4            Australia 

  
That Australia is generous to first comer data compilation developers is demonstrated by a raft of 
decisions.[101] In Kalamazoo (Aust) Pty Ltd v Compact Business Systems Pty Ltd [102] the nature of 
the copyright work in question shares a certain resonance with that in Benchmarking Services. It was 
successfully contested that an accounting system comprising an arrangement of blank accounting 
forms could not amount to an original compilation. The accounting system was tailored to the then 
non electronic requirements of doctors, solicitors, real estate agents and other professionals in that 
the writing of one receipt resulted in all the necessary accounting information being entered 
simultaneously. Thomas J noted that the marketability of such forms played a part in their creation
[103] and was able to find that although there was negligible originality in the material, if viewed 
component by component, the composite whole was original[104] an approach which seems to equate 
commercial value with copyright ability. (Outside the European sui generis database regime this has 
never been an accepted test for either copyright subsistence or copyright infringement. Indeed the 
absence of any such equation provided the impetus for the sui generis database laws in the first 
place. Facts are valuable and so is function but that does not make copyright law the appropriate 
vehicle for protecting them.) A similar useful and valuable but low authorship business tool was also 
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at issue in A-One Accessory Imports Pty Ltd v Off Road Imports Pty Ltd.[105] Drummond J allowed 
protection for a catalogue for use by A-One in its business, i.e., an up-to-date, complete listing of 
information about sprockets for a wide range of motorcycles in service in Australia. According to 
Drummond J non original material can attract copyright protection because of its collocation with 
original material and he emphasised the need to conceive a compilation as an entity.[106] 

 The issue of at what level of meagreness it becomes impossible to describe an original composition 
as a "literary work" also came before the Full Federal Court in Milwell Pty Ltd v Olympic 
Amusements Pty Ltd[107]  in the particular context of a dispute between competing video game 
manufacturers as to the reuse of sets of 45 numbers as prize scales for draw poker gaming machine. 
It was argued for the defendant that the prize scales were of such a rudimentary nature that they were 
too unsubstantial and lacking in any creative skill or judgment to amount to original literary works. It 
was also argued that the list of poker hands and column headings were too common place and 
besides were in traditional or numerical order. However, the Court said “It is not in our opinion valid 
to draw a distinction between some categories of copyright which are …"natural", such as novels or 
plays, and other categories of copyright such as numerical tables which could be seen as an artificial 
extension of the concept of copyright and not likely to be considered by reasonable lay people as 
possibly subject to copyright.”    It is also instructive that the court in this case ruled that antecedent 
mathematical work on the part of the plaintiff was to be taken into account along with the scope for 
variance of the document.  
More recently, the Full Federal Court in Telstra Corporation Ltd v Desktop Marketing Systems Ltd
[108] unanimously found copyright subsisted in both Telstra’s white and yellow page telephone 
directories largely on the basis that Telstra had incurred substantial labour and expense in collecting, 
verifying, recording and assembling the relevant raw data and because the second comer had 
obtained the raw data from Telstra’s publications before having it re-keyed in offshore in a low wage 
economy (the Philippines) in order to develop several innovative and highly sophisticated electronic 
database products. While the second comer had not copied any of Telstra’s information pages, 
graphics, enhancements or advertisements, it had considered itself safe in copying up to 95% of the 
headings in Telstra’s yellow pages since they were merely everyday descriptions of the lines of 
business of subscribers to those directories. In separate judgments, Lindgren and Sackville JJ both 
found copyright could subsist not only in the raw data taken (i.e. the listings in alphabetical order) 
but also in the mundane headings in the yellow pages. Both judges clearly had some misgivings 
about conceding protection to an alphabetically organised list of facts, especially in the light of the 
North American authorities Feist and Tele-Direct which had denied protection on such grounds. In 
his separate judgment, Lindgren J noted that the Commonwealth Parliament, unlike the United 
Kingdom Parliament, had not amended its copyright statute to give effect to new policy in respect of 
the treatment to be given to databases. He went on to find that Telstra’s compilation offered two 
special benefits to users. The first is that it gives an assurance that the task of identifying and listing 
all the units in a defined universe has been thoroughly carried out and that all members of that 
universe (except silent numbers) have been captured. “In his view “whole of universe certification” 
gives value to the list and a compilation that can only profess to cover “nearly all” of that universe is 
not as valuable. The second special benefit is that whole of universe certification is only useful if 
data is intelligibly arranged. There are no takers for directories with randomly listed subscribers. 
Aware perhaps that he was being squeezed into the industrious protection camp, Lindgren J 
commented that:  
“The making of accessible whole of universe compilations is arguably to be encouraged by the 
giving of  copyright on account of the industrious collection, verification, recording and assembly 
necessarily undertaken for the purpose. But ultimately, the weighing of the competing policy 
concerns is a matter for the legislature.” [109] 

In his turn too, Sackville J expressed some disquiet about the Court conferring copyright protection 
on a first comer such as Telstra who “[enjoys] monopoly privileges that facilitate the making of the 
compilation”[110] and uses that copyright to exclude from the market “innovative competitors who 
cannot gain access to the basic information required to establish databases of potential commercial 
value.” (Interesting here is the use of competition analysis to discomfort the plaintiff rather than, as 
in Benchmarking Services, the defendant.) He observed that there may be “powerful reasons for 
requiring the owner of copyright in a [whole of universe compilation] to submit to a compulsory 
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licensing scheme” [which] might appropriately reward the monopolist’s labour and expense, yet 
leave room for innovative competitors who cannot gain access to the basic information required to 
establish databases of  potential commercial value.” [111] 
  

4.       The Court Of Appeal’s Decision in Benchmarking Services 

  

4.1            Application of the Originality Test  
  
It was largely the conflation of patent and copyright originality standards which had led Master 
Christiansen to assume that the copying of non unique components of the compilation (such as 
mundane headings) could not amount to copyright infringement, a finding which triggered the appeal 
against his decision. He mused over whether the task in hand may have dictated the form of the 
product. The appellate court noted that on the basis of the evidence before him (or rather the lack of 
it), the Master had declared himself unable to make assumptions much less draw conclusions as to 
whether “the words used in headings and subheadings or the survey layout were are unique or 
whether they were merely a consequence of the function necessary to source the relevant 
information.[112] Implicit in the Master’s ruling is the assumption that only when headings, 
subheadings, terms, ratios and use of columns are not used in a manner which has become common 
in modern day accounting practice are they likely to enjoy copyright protection.  Although the 
Master appeared to conflate the different copyright and patent tests for protection when he stated that 
he could not be satisfied from the material available to him “whether the words used in the headings 
and subheadings of the survey layout were truly unique (emphasis added) or were a consequence of 
the function necessary to source the relevant information”[113] he was still prepared to find 
originality by applying the traditional “sweat of the brow”[114] test (as articulated in Ladbroke 
(Football) Ltd v William Hill (Football) Ltd[115]) to the material before him noting that while the 
headings, sub headings, ratios, columns were common in a modern day accounting practice, MRC’s 
products were undoubtedly developed using independent skill, labour, time and judgment (i.e. that 
all the plaintiff’s works were original under the Ladbroke test). When the appellate court came to 
digest this conflation on the part of the Master, they observed that:[116]  
 “[T]he only possible relevance of the Master’s reference to the issue of uniqueness was in 
considering whether infringement had occurred by copying a substantial part of the appellant’s 
copyright works. In that context, the extent of novelty in the copyright works may be relevant to 
copying should inferred. Where there is a high degree of novelty in the plaintiff’s copyright work, it 
may be more difficult for an alleged infringer to assert that the alleged infringing copy was sourced 
from elsewhere. (emphasis added).” 

  
The Court of Appeal is here doing two things. The first is quite properly drawing a distinction 
between infringement and subsistence in the manner of the seesaw or revolving door tests described 
earlier. The second, however, conflates the extended (or loose) notion of originality (shorthand, as 
has been seen, for the level of creative input) not as the Master did at the subsistence stage but as 
part of the infringement analysis. Both types of conflation are equally misleading. Also evident in 
the passage cited is a degree of confusion between rule and proof. It is one thing to say that the 
closeness of the copying required to prove infringement is inversely proportional to the level of 
authorial input but quite another to shift the onus of proof at some unstated tipping point.[117] 
Which of these meanings the Court intended is not clear? While the Court of Appeal neither 
challenged nor disturbed the Master’s reluctant finding as to copyright subsistence, it too was clearly 
dubious about the originality of the items of lowest authorship (the questionnaires and their 
associated explanations in email and hard copy form designed to extract the necessary business data 
in a form which can be collated and analysed for a survey). In the result the Court of Appeal 
accommodated its doubt by expressly refusing to find, at least for the purposes of summary 
judgment, that the defendant had no defence to the claim of copyright infringement in these 
particular works.  
  

4.2            Methodology of Comparison 
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In New Zealand (as indeed was acknowledged by the Court of Appeal  in Benchmarking Services) 
the framework of the substantiality test for copyright infringement remains as laid down by the Court 
of Appeal in Whamo-O Manufacturing Co v Lincoln Industries Ltd.[118] The test does not 
differentiate in its application between functional and non functional works. It simply states that: 
  
(a) The reproduction must be either of the whole work or a substantial part of it; 
  
(b) There must be sufficient objective similarity between the infringing work and the copyright work or a substantial part 
thereof; 

  
(c) There must be some causal connection between the copyright work and the infringing work. The 
copyright work must be the source from which the infringing work derives.  (It does not matter 
whether a second comer copies a work knowingly or innocently since copyright does not have a 
scienter element.)  
  
At trial Master Christiansen’s methodology of comparison between the works of the first and second 
comers (MRC and Benchmarking Services respectively) had been clearly influenced by the fact that 
he had, at first blush, found MRC’s works to be of somewhat dubious copyright ability. The Master 
had measured what was taken from MRC’s work against what was left.  He admonished that the 
court should hesitate before concluding that what at first appeared to be a quantitative similarity 
between the works in question (which he noted contained headings, subheadings, terms, material and 
ratios and used columns in a manner which is common in modern day accounting practice) is also a 
comparison that is qualitatively similar. He had concluded that “[a] large number of similarities do 
not necessarily, of themselves, equate to a comparison that is essentially also qualitative.”[119] 

  
When its turn to apply the substantial taking test came, the Court of Appeal first took cognisance of 
the approach that it had previously followed in Bleiman v News Media (Auckland) Ltd.[120] (another 
case in which some degree of copying had been admitted). In News Media, Gault J, in delivering the 
judgment of the court, had heeded the advice of Lord Reid in Ladbroke[121] as to whether a 
compilation can be dissected into its component parts or should be treated holistically before a 
comparison is made between original and allegedly infringing works. In the view of Lord Reid: 
“The question whether [the defendant] has copied a substantial part depends much more on the 
quality than on the quantity of what has been taken. One test may be whether the part which he has 
taken is novel or striking, or is merely a commonplace arrangement of ordinary words or well known 
data. So it may sometimes be a convenient short cut to ask whether the part taken could itself be the 
subject of copyright. But in my view that is only a short cut, and the more correct approach is to 
determine whether the plaintiff’s work as a whole is “original” and protected by copyright and then 
to inquire whether the part taken is substantial (emphasis added). A wrong result can easily be 
reached if one begins by dissecting the plaintiff’s work and asking, could section A be the subject of 
copyright if it stood by itself, could section B be protected if it stood by itself and so on. To my 
mind, it does not follow that because fragments taken separately would not be copyright, therefore 
the whole cannot be.”  
  
The Court of Appeal in Benchmarking Services also alluded to a shorter form of test endorsed by 
Gault J in News Media, viz, the guideline provided in Taypar Pty Ltd v Santic.[122] The Taypar test 
asks whether what is taken represents “the essence” of the copyright work (echoes here of the “pith 
and marrow” test sometimes used to test for patent infringement[123]). However, before applying the 
substantial taking test (in either longer or shorter form)  the Court of Appeal conceded that raw data 
did not attract protection and that some of the elements in the report were indeed commonplace such 
as the inclusion of income, the derivation of gross profit, the deduction of overheads and the 
calculation of operating profit. Nevertheless, it was prepared to designate as unusual or unique a 
number of features which it found clearly resulted from the “expenditure of significant creative effort 
and skill” on MRC’s part. These unusual or significant features it found included: 
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Headings and the order in which they appeared as well as the selection of columns under the 

headings (viz, “25th percentile”; “median”; “75th percentile”; Avg Best 3” and “Average”.)  

  
 The selection of ratios and the manner in which those ratios were calculated and expressed (viz,  the 
expression of net profit per working owner, the expression of fees and revenue per person engaged in 
the firm and the assessment of gross profit, overheads and operating profit on a per person employed 
basis.)  
  

Figures (for example, of  the cost of goods sold and gross profit under the column headings 25th 

percentile”; “median”; “75th percentile”; Avg Best 3” and “Average”) expressed as a percentage 
rather than in dollar terms.  
  
The Court of Appeal concluded there was “a very strong objective similarity”[124] between 
Benchmarking Services Ltd’s brochure and MRC’s report. In particular, it focused on a “striking 
similarity” [125] visually between pages 6 and 7 of the (at least 72 page) report and the brochure 
notwithstanding minor changes of detail and, secondly, on the use by the defendant of headings 
which were the same or very similar as those adopted by MRC (as detailed above). In Benchmarking 

Services’ brochure, they were “25th Percentile”; “Median”; “Lower Quartile”; Average; Upper 
Quartile and Avg Top 3.”’ In arriving at its decision to overturn the decision of the Master, the Court 
was heavily influenced by the decision of the Full Federal Court of Australia in Desktop Marketing 
Systems Ltd v Telstra.[126] (In that case, as seen above, the defendant had admitted taking Telstra’s 
databases to assist in the development of  its own new range of technologically advanced products.). 
Of significance too to the Court of Appeal was the fact that the defendant Benchmarking Services 
had adopted the inclusion of dollar figures and percentages in precisely the same places as in the 
MRC Report. While the fact of overlap and placing is undoubted, what is missing here is any sense 
that this might be due to the limited lexicon available for describing these things. Also perhaps 
useful in this context would have been a discussion of the American doctrine of scènes à faire and 
merger even if only to explicitly reject them as part of New Zealand law.[127].  
  

4.3            Reasoning Back From Intent to Infringement 

  
Perhaps the issue that gives rise to the greatest concern in relation to the Court of Appeal’s 
application of the substantial taking test, is its over reliance on the third limb of Wham-O which no 
doubt came about because of the admission on the part of this particular second comer that it had 
intended to develop its own products to compete with those of MRC and that it had inadvertently 
copied sections of MRC’s data in preparing their brochure. Because Benchmarking Services had not 
positively asserted that they derived their product content and database formats from elsewhere but 
merely that they developed their product themselves from their own resources, the Court of Appeal 
appeared to say that it therefore needed to be able to affirmatively demonstrate an independent 
source or parallel creation.[128] This is to exalt the causation limb of Wham-O over the substantiality 
and objective similarity limbs. No doubt an intent to copy is a useful deflator of a defendant’s 
assertions that a work is independently created or derived from a common source but that is not the 
same thing as saying evidence of an intent to copy can be affirmatively used to fill in gaps elsewhere 
in the analysis. Nor should an intent to compete be equated with an intent to copy even under the 
causation limb. It is irrelevant to all three limbs.  (Similar reasoning can be seen at work in the 
decision of the Full Federal Court of Australia in Desktop Marketing Systems Pty Ltd v Telsta[129] 
which the Court of Appeal was prepared to follow.) Whether this logical leap results from a 
misreading of the third limb of Wham-O or an unwarranted transposition of competition issues more 
properly germane to fair dealing, it is still unjustified and could in future cases lead to serious 
distortion if uncritically adopted.  
  

5.       Conclusion 
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This paper has sought to analyse the appropriate treatment under copyright law of second comers 
who produce largely functional business surveys or systems in competition with an existing product 
which has taken a large amount of time and money to evolve. In the analysis two important and 
related problems surfaced. The first point made was that, assuming that courts wish to preserve the 
decision traditionally made in copyright law to protect form but not facts or function and to 
encourage transformative uses rather than inhibit them, it follows that they should stringently apply 
the substantial taking test for infringement (even where some borrowing is conceded) so that liability 
will only be found where there is a very close resemblance between the original and the allegedly 
infringing work.  The second issue is the need to distinguish clearly between subsistence of 
copyright where (as seen in Benchmarking Services itself) the threshold of creativity is both low and 
immovable and infringement where the likelihood of liability will vary directly with the level of 
authorial input expressed in what is allegedly taken.  In exploring the latter issue, it has always to be 
borne in mind that the test for substantial taking is an objective not a subjective one and that the 
value of a work can be no guide to either copyright ability or infringement despite the fatuity of the 
often invoked but deeply misleading “rough practical test” devised by Peterson J in University of 
London Press v University Press[130]  that “what is worth copying is prima facie worth protecting,”  
  
The point being made in this paper is not that Benchmarking Services was wrongly decided but that 
it is the culmination of a trend that is worrying because courts appear to be allowing notions of unfair 
competition and prevention of free riding (commonly invoked in passing off and trade mark 
infringement cases) to leach into the test for substantial taking and to consequently dilute its 
operation.  While under protection of any category of work is problematic because it can undermine 
the impetus to develop or invest in such works, overprotection gives rise to equally serious concerns 
because it inhibits the right of second comers to take and build on existing works in order to create 
new and better products. As Laddie J has reminded us (wearing his academic rather than judicial hat)
[131]:  
"The whole of human development is derivative. We stand on the shoulders of the scientists, artists 
and craftsmen who precede us.  We borrow and develop what they have done: not necessarily as 
parasites, but simply as the next generation.  It is at the heart of what we know as progress. …[B]
orrowing and developing have always been acceptable." 

  
Of concern too is the failure to distinguish clearly between the different faces of originality and the 
need to apply these discrete concepts sequentially, that is at the subsistence and infringement stages 
respectively. Misordering and elision of  the kind described here runs the risk of importing into 
copyright law patent derived notions such as novelty and inventive step at the second infringement 
stage, however loudly the court may decry the practice at the subsistence stage. Given the 
incremental extension of the patent system to embrace some, if not all, business methods, such cross 
fertilisation can no longer be justified even on the always question begging basis of filling a gap in 
the law.   
  
It was common ground in Benchmarking Services that what was protected in the Plaintiff 
University’s works (as factual compilations at the lower end of the creativity spectrum) was not the 
raw information that they contained and displayed itself but the particular selection and arrangement 
of that information. Nevertheless, the University’s claim that their investment of substantial time and 
money in the development of surveys and benchmarking tools in and of itself entitled them to 
copyright protection and its backhanded endorsement by the Court of appeal raises the prospect in 
future cases of resorting to cost or value as surrogates for both originality and creativity 
notwithstanding that the informational content in the survey or benchmarking tool is so sliced and 
diced by would be competitors that the actual amount reproduced verbatim is de minimis in relation 
to the whole survey or report. It needs to be emphasised as a counterpoint here that investors are not 
authors and investment is not an act of authorship.  
  
Again while it is true that statutory fair dealing exemptions depending on consideration of market 
conditions are provided for the benefit of defendants, any analysis of the market(s) in which the 
plaintiff and defendant operate properly should only come into play following, not before or during, 
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any determination that substantial reproduction has in fact occurred. (The temptation to go down this 
road is perhaps understandable, if not forgivable, in view of the fact that none of the defendant’s 
actions in Benchmarking Services could plausibly have been brought within the ambit of criticism or 
review, reporting current events or research or private study.)  Where factors such as the existence of 
unfair competition and free riding are taken into consideration too early into the equation at the point 
where the court is making qualitative and quantitative comparisons between an original and an 
allegedly infringing work, it may exacerbate the effect of any use made of the plaintiff’s work by the 
defendant and lead prematurely to a finding of substantial reproduction. Since any judicial 
consideration of product substitutability should go to fair dealing with a copyright work rather than 
infringement, it seems wrong to reverse the order of analysis and thereby use copyright as a 
surrogate for passing off or fair trading law. Copyright should not be used as a kind of ersatz patent 
protection for business methods or techniques, a protection which would evade the price of 
disclosure paid by would be patentees, the novelty threshold that they must meet and the much 
shorter (twenty year) period of protection conferred. A second comer’s modified and competing 
product must always be considered in isolation when applying the substantial taking test for 
infringement. Just because a second comer’s product incorporates functional features of the original 
work and competes successfully with it is no reason to regard it as “tainted.”   
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